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Chapter 31 - Years of Crisis 1919-1939
Complete the crossword below

lebensraum  relativity  Freud  fascism  existentialism  Stalin  Lindbergh  Nietzsche  

Nazism  Depression  Deal  Hitler  Kampf  Roosevelt  Weimar  coalition  surrealism  

jazz  Einstein  Mussolini
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Down
1. Mein _____ book by Hitler - means 'my struggle'
3. Artistic movement that focuses on the workings of 
the unconscious mind
4. Charles____ was an American pilot who made 33-
hour solo flight from New York to Paris.
6. The fascist policies of the National Socialist 
German Workers' party based on totalitarianism.
8. A philosophy based on the idea that people give 
meaning to their lives through their actions
10. Sigmund ___ was an Austrian physician who 
believed that the human mind was irrational.
11. A 20th century style of popular music developed 
by African-American musicians.
12. The New ____ was a reform program initiated by 
Pres. Roosevelt to encourage government spending to 
create jobs and reform the economic system
15. Franklin D. _____ was elected President of the 
U.S. in 1932.
17. Albert ____ was a German-born physicist who 
contributed the ideals of relative motion.

Across
2. A political movement that promotes a denial of 
individual rights and a dictatorship.
5. ____government is one controlled a temporary 
alliance of several political parties.
7. The Great____ occurred in 1929 due to over-
production and the stock market crash.
9. Friedrich_____ was a German philosopher who 
believed in a return to ancient heroic values.
13. The___ Republic was Germany's new democratic 
government in 1919.
14. Adolf ____ became the dictator of Germany in the 
1930s.
16. The Theory of ____ was Einstein's ideas on the 
interrelationships between time and space.
18. Became the dictator of Italy in the mid-1920s.
19. German, means 'living space'- additional territory 
wanted by Hitler
20. Joseph _____ became the leader of the Soviet 
Union in 1924.


